
Scenario 
 
Located in the southern part of Corsica, Bonifacio is a town with almost 3000 inhabitants 
that multiplies by 4 its population in the summer time, but given its limited off-season 
tourist offer and difficult topography, remains virtually empty and obsolete for much of the 
year. It consists of a more than 50 meters above sea level soaring peninsula with sharp 
cliffs on the south side and of a slightly less uneven topography in its north slope. About 
1’5 km long and 300 meters wide, it consists of 4 recognizable parts whose densities and 
uses are mighty distinct: 
on the one hand, the lower harbor area, where most of the commerce, restaurants and 
hotels are clustered. About 50 meters above, ascending by foot along a very steep grand 
staircase, or alternatively, meandering the cliffs by means of a private vehicle, we spot the 
“Haute Ville”, consisting of a dense network of 2’20 to 2’70 meters wide alleys. Heading 
westward, and experiencing a pronounced density shift, emerges Montlaur, an ancient 
and now deserted military zone with numerous of ruinous buildings, chapels and wells 
pending to be restored, surrounded by privileged wilderness. In the west end, bordering a 
huge marine cementery, we site Saint Antoine, that is mainly characterized by its peace 
and quiet, virgin nature, stunning views and strong winds.  
 
Target 
 
Basically, the project aims to turn an inaccessible and unconnected city into an open one 
for equally tourists and citizens, regardless of whether or not they have a disability.  
The scope of action expands to the entire city and goes beyond the conceptual level, 
aspiring to turn the current impossible status, into an ideal one and possible for everyone 
by means of a series of elements that facilitate and expedite free movement.  
 
Proposal 
 
The main premise is to ensure a basic accessible route alternating ramps, vertical and 
inclined mechanisms, avoiding for it to be rigid and unidirectional whereever possible, or 
having to retrace ones’ own steps. The route is aided by a succession of 10 pavilions that 
are distributed in reasonable gaps and that, not only serve as benchmarks, but also 
contain a kind of program that gives direct response to the city’s necessities, 
comtemplating three basic variables: tourist attractions (for visitors), public facilities (for 
residents) and accessibility (for all). Throughout the entire basic accessible route the 
slopes are moderate, ranging around 4 to 6%, occasionally 8%, but never exceeding. 
Linked to crossroads and intersections along the itinerary, public spaces of identity and 
significant size are set, especially lacking in this city. 
True to the idea of applying three variables in the integral improvement of the city, the 
construction of a spa is proposed, linked to a sports pool in its lowest level and with an 
independent access (pavilion number 6). The spa is located in a big void in the area amid 
the trading port and the “Haute Ville”, the residential area, and attached to a huge 
historical wall that is currently lacking of contents and entails a physical barrier in the 
ascension towards the city. Being the limit of the outdoor pools of the spa, the wall 
comes back to life, furthermore establishing a lateral connection between the lowest and 
highest part of the city in an almost direct and natural way my means of a system that 
combines gentle ramps and lifts.  
With the construction of the pavilions, and especially the spa, it is attempted to establish a 
series of poles of turist attractions to help off-season turist arrivals, regardless of climatic 
conditions, and therefore enhance economic, social and urban improvement.  
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